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Moon Staircase – affordable designer stairs
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Barneveld, 1 July 2011 – Design doesn’t have to be expensive, as EeStairs proves with the
latest design concept: Moon Staircase. This is the most recent Standard Design after the
1m2 staircase, Cells Design and the TransParancy1-03 series. Thanks to the various
concepts it is possible to purchase a designer staircase on a limited budget.

Relevant links to
augment this press
release:
 Take a look at the
website of EeStairs

EeStairs is characterised by eye-catching designs and innovative product applications. The Moon
Staircase is a smart solution with a striking appearance. The pivot is not visible from the outside
because of the innovative way each tread is placed into it. This makes the design both practical
and stylish and ensures that the staircase is appropriate for shops, homes, offices and public
buildings.
Close-up of the precisely finished
open balustrade
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Left: Close-up of the staircase
pivot with the invisible tread
suspension system
Right: Moon Staircase
application with dark wooden
treads

Use of material
“The Moon Staircase is one of our latest Standard Designs. The concept has been so set up that
each customer themselves influences the end result. This makes each staircase unique”, says
Cornelis van Vlastuin, EeStairs Creative Director. Van Vlastuin is referring to the choice
customers have, for example, in the materials used for the pivot and the balustrade. In addition,
the treads are produced in various shapes and materials, such as natural stone or wood,
depending on the customer’s wishes.
Creativity
With each design, EeStairs wants to raise the appearance of homes, shops and projects to a
higher level. Cornelis van Vlastuin: “Creativity and functionality are central to each EeStairs
design, and because we both design and manufacture all of our staircases, they are always
optimally finished. Over the last few years we have designed a large number of both modern and
traditional staircases. The most important starting point for us is to ensure that the customer’s
wishes are translated into a staircase that really fits his requirements.”

Moon Staircase with landing
seen from above finished with
light wooden treads.
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Left: Close-up of the staircase
pivot with the invisible tread
suspension system
Right: Moon Staircase
application
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